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is a large book ;with well over a thousand pages in it. It is written by

Dr. E. U. Bullinger who is considered as the founder of what 4a' called- the

"The Hyperdispensationalist View," a view that is particularly abhorred
-T

most.ispensatiouaiistsasweii as by Covenant theologians. --Yet-it-




-

takea_himathousandpages to point out and discuss- -the -figures--of--speech------'I L\ V;f)
that he finds in the-Sbcripture. kz There-is-no question that ittontains

figures f-of-speech-.- However, there is sometimes a tendency to take

everything in a passage as f1gureatL_ figurative--. When this-is done the

result mâybenonsense, or it may be the use of a method of

interpretation that can a make anything mean anything It does away
-

with all solid possibility of reasonable interpretation.
B. B.

Dr. Waf Warfield was a great theologian and a great student of / r4'-- -

interpretation of Scripture, andzin most of what he wrote* h&.j_to

aarticles dealing with the book of Revelation aad-±tr-th

he to1à ptinciple of interpretatthon that is quite fa]2clous. He asserted

that everything in the book is ±gura1&4.ve a figure for something else

and that if anything is described i in the book of Revelation it dd

t--mean what it pictures but something different. Thus- he--says------------------

that a portion of the book deals with the intermediate state. He says
4 cçit does not- describe - the - intermediate-state-;--if- it difold have

,Jp )
--------to- take-- it--as a - figure --for--se --

something-else-.--'gives----sthe---source----------
fttTI143- - - -------for--this- -approach- toReveltion thdi 0-us ión--of -Revilation b Mi1ligan 7

- f initials] I" When one examines Warfielci's iñtii litition of Revelation in his ------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------

article, and that of Milligan in his commentary, one finds that on the

great bulk of points they differ widely. This is true when anyone-----------------------------

carries figurative interpretation to an extreme, This is not characteristic
- -

of Warfield. He paid little attention to Revelation, but when he did so he------------------
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